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Biomarker Research and Drug Policy 

Positions for post-doctoral fellow and staff scientist 
 

The Biomarker Research Consortium at Brigham and Women’s Hospital and Harvard 
Medical School is inviting applications for a postdoctoral or staff scientist position from 
applicants with a research interest in biomarker science, pharmacogenomics, or drug 
development and policy. 
 

The Biomarker Research Consortium is part of the Program on Regulation, Therapeutics, 
and Law (PORTAL), a research center with Division of Pharmacoepidemiology and 
Pharmacoeconomics of the Department of Medicine at the Brigham and Women’s Hospital and 
Harvard Medical School. The Consortium will assess specific biomarker-outcome relationships 
in a variety of clinical conditions, and will produce tools and meta-analyses that facilitate the 
safe and reliable application of medication-related biomarkers in research, regulation, and 
health care. 
 

The applicant will work closely with Division faculty members, in particular Aaron S. 
Kesselheim, M.D., J.D., M.P.H. and Spencer Phillips Hey, Ph.D. Responsibilities will include 
designing and implementing systematic reviews and meta-analyses of published biomarker 
studies and the relationship of specific biomarkers to clinical events, and evaluating their 
implications drug development, regulation, and use. 
 

Applications are invited from individuals with doctoral degrees (Ph.D., M.D., or 
equivalent) or who will complete such training by July 2017. In extraordinary cases, other 
applicants will be considered as well. The term of hiring is for one to three years. 
 

Review of applications will proceed on a rolling basis and will continue until the positions 
are filled. Applications should include a cover letter describing research interests and their 
relevance to biomarker science and regulation, a CV, and a writing sample. 
 
Applications should be sent electronically to: 
 
Spencer Phillips Hey, Ph.D. 
shey@bwh.harvard.edu 
 
For details about PORTAL and the Division of Pharmacoepidemiology and Pharmacoeconomics, 
visit: http://www.PORTALresearch.org. The participating institutions are equal opportunity 
employers, and underrepresented minorities are encouraged to apply. 

http://www.portal/

